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AGENDA/OUTLINE 

 
Drivetrain Introduction 
Viscosity  and Grading Systems for Gear Oil 
Gears and Gear Ratios 
Transmissions 
Differentials 
Less common transmissions 
Off-Road and Heavy-Duty Transmissions and components 
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Consists of all the components that route torque from the engine 
to the wheels. 
 

THE DRIVETRAIN 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The drive train’s purpose is to efficiently transfer rotational force known as torque from the engine’s crankshaft to the driving wheels.It consists of: The transmission or transaxle:  Controls the difference between crankshaft rpm and driving wheel rpm through gear ratios.   Split shafts or drive shafts:  Transfer rotational force from the transmission to other components of the drive train Transfer case: Splits rotational force between the front and rear wheels of a four wheel drive vehicle PTO: Power take off units allow the rotational force produced by the engine to drive auxiliary equipment Differential:  Contains a ring and pinion gear that redirect rotational force to the driving wheels and a system of spider gears that allow the driving wheels to turn at different rpms when the vehicle turns.
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GEAR LUBRICANT CLASSIFICATION 

  Determine the thickness of the oil (Viscosity) 
 
  Determine what the oil can do (Service Level) 



 Gear oil viscosity grading standard 
 Evolved from military specification MIL-PRF-2105E 
 Provides consistent and correctly identified viscosity from one 

manufacturer to another 
 Ensures the oil’s viscosity meets the application’s needs 

 
 

 

SAE J-306 Standard (Viscosity) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting gears from wear and damage is a major part of a drive train lubrication’s job and using the proper grade of oil is critical. There are several grading systems for automotive gear lubesThe Society of Automotive Engineer’s J306 spec classifies gear lube viscositiesAmerican Petroleum institute outlines service levels for gear oil
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SAE J-306 Standard (Viscosity) 

Brookfield Viscometer 

Record the temperature Brookfield 
viscosity reaches 150,000 cP 

 
Example: - 43ºC 

Record the kinematic viscosity at 
100ºC 

 
Example: 14 Centistokes 

Kinematic Viscometer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting gears from wear and damage is a major part of a drive train lubrication’s job and using the proper grade of oil is critical. There are several grading systems for automotive gear lubesThe Society of Automotive Engineer’s J306 spec classifies gear lube viscositiesAmerican Petroleum institute outlines service levels for gear oil



SAE J-306 Gear Oil Standard 
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Take the viscosity measurements obtained in testing and compare them to 
the J-306 standard 

Example: - 43ºC Example: 14 Centistokes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Society of Automotive Engineers publishes the SAE J-306, which classifies the viscosities of gear oils.  Using this chart is very easy.Example:  To be classified as an SAE  75W-90, a gear oil has to meet both a cold and high temperature viscosity requirement.  On the cold side, its viscosity has to be below 150,000 Centipoise at -40C, which is the first grouping circled on the chart. On the hot side, it can’t be thinner than 13.5 cSt or thicker than 18.4 cSt at 100°C.  If it meets both of these criteria, it’s a 75W-90.  By contrast, a straight 90 grade gear oil doesn’t have a cold temperature requirement, while the high temp requirement is the same as for a 75W-90.



SAE VISCOSITY COMPARISON 
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SAE 40 
Engine Oil 

and SAE 90 
Gear Oil have 
comparable 
viscosities 

SAE gear oil and engine oil viscosity 
specifications are different.  The two 
cannot be directly compared. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the SAE engine oil viscosity and gear oil viscosity.  SAE uses two different methods for determining viscosity in these oils and are not directly comparable. Because the methods of determining viscosity are completely different you can see that 10W-40 motor oil viscosity is comparable to 75W-90 gear oil at the points in the columns where they align. 



 
 Establishes gear oil service level 
 
 Maintains consistent minimum performance between 

manufacturers 
 
 Outlines testing and results that must be met to claim specific 

service levels  
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

API Automotive Gear Oil 
Classifications 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting gears from wear and damage is a major part of a drive train lubrication’s job and using the proper grade of oil is critical. There are several grading systems for automotive gear lubesThe Society of Automotive Engineer’s J306 spec classifies gear lube viscositiesAmerican Petroleum institute outlines service levels for gear oil



API AUTOMOTIVE GEAR OIL 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The API classifications outline lubricant performance levels. Each classification is self explanatory.  GL-1 contains no extreme pressure additivesGL-4 contains some extreme pressure additives. Usually recommended for manual transmissions.The rule of thumb for GL-5 lubricants is they generally contain twice the EP additives as GL-4.  Used in most automotive hypoid gear applications. Modern high quality GL-5 lubricants that carry the MT-1 specification are commonly used in applications calling for GL-4.  There is little danger of the extra EP additives attacking yellow metals in these applications.  



Driveline Test for API GL-5 
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Probably Hot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting gears from wear and damage is a major part of a drive train lubrication’s job and using the proper grade of oil is critical. There are several grading systems for automotive gear lubesThe Society of Automotive Engineer’s J306 spec classifies gear lube viscositiesAmerican Petroleum institute outlines service levels for gear oil



Copper Corrosion Test for API MT-1 
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Probably Hot 

Oils that carry the MT-1 classification have to achieve a high anti-
corrosion rating to ensure they won’t damage yellow metal components.  

MT-1 Oil Non-MT-1 Oil 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protecting gears from wear and damage is a major part of a drive train lubrication’s job and using the proper grade of oil is critical. There are several grading systems for automotive gear lubesThe Society of Automotive Engineer’s J306 spec classifies gear lube viscositiesAmerican Petroleum institute outlines service levels for gear oil



GEARS 

Purpose 
Straight Cut/Spur 
Helical 
Spiral Bevel/Hypoid 
Planetary 
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They are necessary for multiple 
functions: 
• Reversing direction 
• Transferring rotational force 

to a different axis 
• Synchronizing motion 

between axle shafts 
• Multiplying or reducing 

torque 

WHAT GEARS DO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virtually all drive trains involve gears.  Rotational force is routed through gears to move it in a controlled manner from the engine crankshaft to the driving wheels.Review Slide:Reverse Direction: Engine crankshafts rotate in one direction.  Gears allow the rotation to be reversed in the transmission to allow a vehicle to back up. Change Speed:  Allows the engine crankshaft to rotate at a different speed than the driving wheels allowing the engine to produce the power needed to move the vehicle.Transfer Motion to a different axis:  Example – A driveshaft in a rear wheel drive carries rotational force down the length of the vehicle and the differential carries it to the drive wheels.Synchronize motion between separate axes: Example – Differential allows rear wheels to turn at different speeds when vehicle turns.Multiply or Reduce Torque: Done through gear ratios 



 Low cost & high efficiency 
 Minimal sliding action as spur gears 

mesh 
 Limited load capacity 
 Louder than other gear types 

STRAIGHT CUT/SPUR GEARS 
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EATON 10 Speed Transmission 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple straight cut gears are usually used for reverse gears in transmissionsNoisier than other gears.  Demonstrated by the whine you hear from some transmissions when backing up.



 Teeth cut at angle 
 Common in manual transmissions 
 More tooth contact area 
 Quiet operation  
 High load capacity 

 

HELICAL GEARS 
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Automotive Manual 
Transmission 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most common gear type in manual transmissionsQuieter than straight cut gearsAngling the gear teeth give more tooth surface and more strength



 Teeth cut in spiral configuration 
 More than one tooth in mesh 
 Teeth make sliding contact 
 Greatly increased load capacity 
 Hypoid most often requires GL-5 
 Ring and pinion off center to minimize 

passenger compartment intrusion 
 Relatively quiet 

 

HYPOID GEARS 
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Heavy Duty Class 8 
Differential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Found in differentialsExtremely strong and subject to sliding wear and shock loadsTooth geometry allows the pinion to be installed below the ring centerline Provides quieter operation



 Specialized arrangement of spur or 
helical gears containing a sun, planet, 
and ring gears 

 Contain multiple gear ratios in one 
compact unit 

 Major component of automatic 
transmissions 

 

PLANETARY GEARS 
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Automatic Transmission 
Planetary Gear 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Difficult for most people to visualize workingGenerally found in automatic transmissionsCompact and efficientGear ratios changed by locking and unlocking specific gears and the ring in different combinations



GEAR RATIOS 
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Ratios  
Torque Multiplication and Reduction 



For every complete rotation the drive gear makes, the driven 
gear also makes one complete rotation. 
 

1:1 GEAR RATIO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide represents a 1:1 gear ratio.  One rotation of the pedal equals one rotation of the rear wheel



For every two complete rotations of the drive gear, the driven 
gear rotates once. 

2:1 GEAR RATIO 
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Torque Multiplication because more torque is supplied to the driven gear 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone who’s started out on a bicycle in its highest gear knows that it’s very tough.  It’s the same with a car.  If it’s in high gear when the light turns green the engine will probably stall.  Gear ratios are needed to overcome this. When the chain is moved to the lowest gear on a bike, it’s easier to start off.  The trade off is you have to pedal more for each foot you mover forward.The slide represents a 2:1 gear ratio.  Two rotations of the pedal = 1 rotation of the rear wheel on a bike.



For every complete rotation the drive gear makes, the driven 
gear makes two complete rotations. 
 

1:2 GEAR RATIO 
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Torque Reduction because less torque is supplied to the driven gear 



GEAR Ratios Combined 
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Torque multiplication 

Drive 
Gear 

Driven 
Gear 

Torque reduction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This illustration can represent a five speed automobile transmission or a five speed bike.  The gears on the right are driven by the pedals or the engine.  The gears on the left rotate the rear wheels.  First gear (low gear ratio) provides lots of torque making it easy to start outGear ratios are reduced through shifts as speed increases since less torque is needed to maintain forward momentum.  When fifth gear is reached the engine or your pedals are actually turning fewer rpms than the wheels.  This is overdrive.  Slowing the pedals or the engine down at high speed conserves energy.



THE TRANSMISSION 

Purpose 
Manual Transmission 
Automatic Transmission 
Lubrication 
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 Contains the required gear ratios to manage engine torque 
 Allows the engine to operate at the most efficient rpm 
 Critical to the overall feel and efficiency of the vehicle 

TRANSMISSION  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The transmission’s purpose is to change gear ratios to optimize the torque produced at the crankshaft for the purpose of driving the wheels. The ratios are changed manually by the driver or  automatically to fit the current driving situation.  Low gear for high torque to start out and high gear for low torque to maintain momentum with the lowest possible energy expenditure.



Driver must mechanically operate the transmission and clutch to 
select gear ratios for the driving conditions. 
 

MANUAL TRANSMISSION 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manual Transmission:Driver physically engages or disengages the transmission from the crankshaft through a clutch and selects the proper gear ratio by shifting. Much less complex and generally more compact than an automatic.



Manually connects and disconnects the transmission from the 
engine  
 

CLUTCH 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The clutch is the mechanism that allows you to physically disconnect the engine’s crankshaft from the manual transmission.It looks complex, but is easy to visualize by thinking of the flywheel as a record player turntable and the clutch plate as the record.  If you lower a record onto the turntable it begins to spin at the same rpms as the turntable.  If you lift the record off the turntable a bit, the physical connection is broken and the record doesn’t spin.The same thing happens with a clutch.  The clutch disc is the record and is connected to the input shaft of the transmission.  When you release the clutch pedal the pressure plate presses the clutch plate against the flywheel connecting the engine and transmission.  Push the pedal down and the opposite happens disconnecting the engine and transmission.



CLUTCH 
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Driver operates the clutch via a pedal to connect and disconnect the 
transmission from the engine. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uxcNjtG8I_s



MANUAL TRANSMISSION 
COMPONENTS 
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Shifter 

Input Shaft 
(Clutch goes here) 

Synchronizer 
Output Shaft 

Counter Shaft 

Shift Fork 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manual Transmission:Driver physically engages or disengages the transmission from the crankshaft through a clutch and selects the proper gear ratio by shifting. Much less complex and generally more compact than an automatic.



Locks and unlocks 
gears on the output 
shaft 
 

SYNCHRONIZER ASSEMBLY 
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Dog gear 

Drive Gear 

Selector-fork groove 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the previous slide, we talked about engaging and disengaging the gears on the output shaft The synchronizer is the component that makes the locking and unlocking of gears on the output shaft happen.  The synchronizers sit right next to the gears on the output shaft and are connected to it unlike the gears.  The transmission and gear both have dog gears attached to them.  Their purpose is is to lock the gear and synchronizer together which in turn locks the gear to the shaft.  When someone is “grinding gears” the noise is coming from the dog gears and not the transmission gears.As the synchronizer touches the dog gear of the drive gear selected friction between the synchronizer and dog gear brings both shafts to the same speed then the synchronizer engages the dog gear locking the drive gear to the shaft.  



 
 

Manual Transmission Operation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKywZ730JFsStop at 1:31Now that we’ve talked about the clutch, we can see how it works with the manual transmission.  The first thing you see are the different size gears representing the different gear ratios. Note that there are two shafts. The lay shaft is connected to the clutch and the gears on the lay shaft are solidly connected to it. When the clutch is engaged, this shaft and all of the gears connected to it spin.The output shaft also has gears on it and these gears all spin with the layshaft gears when the clutch is engaged. You can sometimes hear all the gears spinning if you sit in a manual transmission car that’s running in neutral. The gears can all spin and the car won’t move forward until you shift.  Shifting mechanically locks a gear to the output shaft which sends torque to the rest of the drivetrain.  Until this happens the output shaft won’t turn and the car won’t move.In this example, when you shift into first gear, you push the clutch in and everything stops spinning.  You move the shifter into the first gear position and the selector fork pushes the synchronizer forward locking the gear to the output shaft.  You let the clutch out and start moving forward with the first gear ratio.  When you shift to second the selector fork pushes the dog gear back disengaging first and locking the second gear ratio to the shaft.  This engaging and disengaging happens each time you select a gear.  



 Use the correct viscosity 
 Use the correct specification for the 

transmission 
 Some manuals are lubricated with automatic 

transmission fluid 

MANUAL TRANSMISSION 
LUBRICATION 
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MTG MTF ATF FTF OTF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although manual transmissions are relatively simple, the right lubricant must be selected to ensure long service life and proper operation. The lubricant must protect gears and have the correct frictional properties for correct synchronizer operation. 



Requires no driver interaction for gear ratio selection. 

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite being complex, they are reliable and efficientThe driver is taken out of the performance equation often resulting in better or more consistent gas mileageShifts can be programmed on the fly to suit the needs of the driving situation or driving habitsContains complex hydraulic and mechanical systems



Fluid coupling that transfers engine rotation to the transmission. 

TORQUE CONVERTER 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instead of a clutch, automatic transmissions use a torque converter to connect the transmission to the engine. The torque convertor is filled with automatic transmission fluid and is known as a fluid coupling. The pump portion of the convertor is connected to the engine and the turbine is connected to the transmission. When engine RPMs increase, the pump side pushes fluid against the turbine side and it begins turning the transmission. When PRMs decrease, the fluid couple weakens and allows you to idle in gear.A simple visual that is often used is a fan blowing into another fan that is unplugged. The faster the plugged-in fan spins, the faster the unplugged one spins.



Eliminates slipping between the turbine and pump. It locks the 
two sides together to maximize fuel economy and performance. 

TORQUE CONVERTER  
LOCKUP CLUTCH 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Although they’re not controlled by the driver, most torque convertors  do contain a clutch. It is not primary means of engaging and disengaging the transmission from the engine. Its purpose is to mechanically lock the turbine and pump side of the convertor together at a predetermined speed to overcome inherent slippage of the fluid couple. It unlocks at a lower speeds and allows the fluid coupling to do the work. Fluid couples can slip causing lost performance and gas mileage. The torque convertor lockup clutch prevents this.



Create all of the available gear ratios necessary for an automatic 
transmission. They are composed of three main components: 
sun gear, planet gear(s) and ring gear. 

PLANETARY GEARS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planetary gears are normally found in automatic transmissions. They create the needed gear ratios by locking and unlocking various gears in the system.



Planetary Gear Operation 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BL_5xtrtN-M



Clutches and Bands 
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Work with hydraulic pressure to lock and unlock components of the planetary 
gear providing different ratios 

Friction material 
 

Steel Plate 



  Transmission’s hydraulic control center  
 Directs hydraulic flow to clutches and bands to change gear 

ratios through the planetary gears 
 Actions may be triggered through hydraulic pressure or 

electric solenoids via the computer  

VALVE BODY 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An automatic transmission depends heavily on hydraulic operations to function.  Very complex valve bodies are responsible for controlling hydraulic pressure and flow in the transmission to make sure pressure is supplied to transmission components such as valves, clutches and bands as they need it.  In many ways, the valve body is the brains of the transmission.



Simple but critical for manuals and automatics! 
 Keep dirt out 
 Keep oil in 
 Seal hydraulic connections 

SEALS & GASKETS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All transmissions contain seals. Automatic transmissions contain critical O-rings as well as seals. Their purpose is to prevent internal and external leakage.



AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
LUBRICATION 
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 Make sure the fluid meets the specification you 
need 

 Don’t use aftermarket additives 
 If  the transmission runs hot consider installing an 

oil cooler 
 Check your fluid level regularly. Watch for leaks if 

the transmission isn’t equipped with a dipstick 
 

ATF ATL OTF OTL ART 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transmission fluids have to be resistant to oxidation caused by heat and protect metal components while maintaining their frictional properties.Multi-vehicle transmission fluids have to be able to meet many manufacturers’ specifications



DIFFERENTIAL 
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DIFFERENTIAL 
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Changes the direction of rotational force 
 
Allows one wheel to rotate at different 

speeds in turns 
 
Located in the transaxle of a front wheel 

drive car or separately on rear and four 
wheel drive vehicles 
 
Will contain a hypoid gear set in many 

situations 
 
  May be open, limited slip, or locking 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open differentials are the simplest design. Their basic function is to control rear wheel speed in turns. They achieve this through a separate spider gear system. It’s sometimes hard to conceive this, but it is relatively simple and easy to figure out how it works if you actually look at a differential and turn the axles. Their main disadvantage is they transfer rotational force to the spinning wheel when you get stuck.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFceF0CeGFk



OPEN DIFFERENTIAL 
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Axle Shaft To Wheel 

Drive Shaft To 
Transmission 

Pinion Gear 

Ring Gear 

Spider and Side Gears  Allows wheels to turn at different 
speeds 

 Transfers torque to the wheel 
providing the least resistance 

 Worst traction of all differential 
designs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open differentials are the simplest design. Their basic function is to control rear wheel speed in turns. They achieve this through a separate spider gear system. It’s sometimes hard to conceive this, but it is relatively simple and easy to figure out how it works if you actually look at a differential and turn the axles. Their main disadvantage is they transfer rotational force to the spinning wheel when you get stuck.



OPEN DIFFERENTIAL DEMO 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFceF0CeGFk



  Basic operation is the same as an    
 open differential 
 Has clutch packs and springs to help 

get torque to the wheel with least 
traction 

 Slightly better overall traction than an 
open differential 

 May chatter around corners  

LIMITED-SLIP DIFFERENTIAL 
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Limited-Slip Differential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited-slip differentials have the same spider gear arrangement as open differentials. The biggest difference is they have clutch packs and spring systems that allow torque to go to both wheels when you’re stuck, giving you a better chance of getting unstuck. 



LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL 
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  Basic operation is the same as an    
 open differential 
 Physically locks the axles together so 

they are both forced to turn 
 Best traction of all differentials 
 Will not allow wheels to rotate at 

different speeds when engaged 
making turns difficult 

Locking Differential 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also locking differentials available that lock both axles together when the driver hits a switch.  Some locking differentials can also use devices which allow them to lock automatically when needed. The video shows how a locking differential putting direct power to both wheels can make a huge difference.



DIFFERENTIAL TYPE 
DEMONSTRATION 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited-slip differentials have the same spider gear arrangement as open differentials. The biggest difference is they have clutch packs and spring systems that allow torque to go to both wheels when your stuck giving you a better chance of getting unstuck. There are also locking differentials available that lock both axles together when the driver hits a switch.  Some locking differentials can also use devices which allow them to lock automatically when needed. The video shows how a locking differential putting direct power to both wheels can make a huge difference.



DIFFERENTIAL LUBRICATION 
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SVG SVT SVO AGL FGR FGO ADA 

 The oil must be the correct viscosity 
 Check for specifications you may require 
 GL-5 is needed for hypoid applications 
 Use Slip Lock if chatter is detected in limited slip applications 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rust Inhibitors – Water and gear oil are not a good combination. Water can get into the differential through condensation and rust inhibitors are needed to protect the gears and bearings.Controlled frictional properties – Whenever a component has clutches the lubricants frictional properties have to be taken into consideration.  If the frictional properties are wrong, limited slip differentials can shudder, make noise, or not operate properly.Shock Loads – Gears in differentials experience shock loads on acceleration and deceleration and also while towing. When you start from a stop, the gear teeth can smack together fairly hard and the same is true when you let off the gas at speed. Shock loads are most intense when accelerating and deceleration while towing a heavy load



Combines the transmission, 
differential and associated 
components into one integrated 
assembly.  

TRANSAXLE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transaxles do the same job as transmissions except they include the components necessary to drive the axle instead of using a separate differential.  Like transmissions, they can be manual or automatic.



Transaxles are used when the engine and drive axle are on the 
same end of the vehicle, such as a front-wheel-drive car. 
 

HOW TRANSAXLES ARE USED 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transaxles are largely found on front wheel drive cars, while conventional transmission/differential arrangements are found on larger vehicles like pickups and SUVs.



TRANSAXLE LUBRICATION 
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Transaxles use the same products required for 
conventional manual and automatic 

transmissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transaxles normally use the same types of lubricants as transmissions.As an example the Chevy Cobalt transaxle and Chevy Pickup transmission both require Dexron VI. The same holds true for manual transmissions and transaxles



Alternative Transmissions and 
Drive Train Components 
 

CVT 
Dual Clutch 
Transfer Case 
Power Take Off 
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Use a belt-and-pulley system to generate continuous ratio 
changes that provide a more efficient and smooth transition 
between speed and torque changes. 
 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
TRANSMISSIONS (CVTs) 
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CVT OPERATION 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VYPsrOyIdw



CVT LUBRICATION 
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CVTs require specially formulated transmission fluids 



Use 2 gearboxes and 2 clutches in one transmission case to 
improve efficiency by reducing pause between shifts. 
 

DUAL CLUTCH TRANSMISSIONS 
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Image courtesy of  ZF Friedrichshafen AG 



 Used in AWD/4WD vehicles to divide 
torque to the front and rear axles 

 Can be manually or automatically 
engaged 

 AWD drive models will include a 
differential mechanism 

 May share transmission’s lubricant 
depending on design 

TRANSFER CASE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image: http://www.4wheeloffroad.com/eventcoverage/131_0909_north_carolina_4x4_mud_bogging/photo_09.htmlImage: http://www.sleeoffroad.com/technical/tz_crawler.htm



 Used to divert engine torque from the 
drive wheels to an accessory such as 
a hydraulic pump 

 Engaged and disengaged by the 
driver as needed 

 May share transmission’s lubricant 
depending on design 

POWER TAKE OFF UNITS 
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PTO OPERATION 
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OFF-ROAD & HEAVY-DUTY 
TRANSMISSIONS 

Manual/Heavy-Duty 
Automatic Heavy-Duty 
Hydrostatic 
Powershift 
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Typically used in long-haul applications where fuel efficiency and 
high-speed, low-torque conditions are required. Includes 
automated manuals.   

MANUAL HEAVY-DUTY 
TRANSMISSIONS 
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Product: 
CTL 
FTF 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The information we looked at so far is typical for automotive-type manual transmissionsHeavy duty manual transmissions operate on the same principles except they are much larger and typically have many more gears to select from based on the torque needed for the loads they’re hauling. Heavy duty manual transmissions normally don’t have synchronizers and may depend on shifting techniques such as double clutching to smoothly change gears



Suited for applications that require frequent starting and stopping 
where high torque during acceleration is required (i.e. garbage 
trucks or utility vehicles). 
 

AUTOMATIC HEAVY-DUTY 
TRANSMISSIONS 
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Product: 
ATD (Allison) 



Use same fluid for the transmission and hydraulic system. Often 
used in agricultural and commercial applications.  

HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSIONS 
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Product: ATH 



Provide the ability to shift rapidly and frequently without loss of 
drive power. They are able to shift from forward to reverse gears 
with immediate response. 
 

POWERSHIFT TRANSMISSIONS 
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Product: 
CTG 
CTJ 



LUBRICANT 
RECOMMENDATIONS? 

66 

The AMSOIL lookup 
guide is a very useful 
tool to find the right 
product for your 
application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transmissions have different lubrication requirements. Before purchasing or recommending lubricants for a drivetrain system, it’s always a good idea to use AMSOIL’s product lookup guide to be sure the fluid is correct for the application. The owner’s manual is another good resource to find OEM specifications for a specific vehicle. 
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SUMMARY Drivetrain 
Viscosity Grading Systems 
Gears and Gear Ratios 
Manual & Automatic Transmissions 
Differentials 
Less Common Transmissions 
Heavy-Duty, Tractor & Powershift 
 



Refer to your Mobile Drivetrain 
Fluids Manual for additional 
information.  
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

68 
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